Coronavirus Emergency Relief

• Expenses related to the disruption of campus operations due to coronavirus
• Funds are limited and will be granted based on greatest need seen in applications received by June 19
  • Later applications accepted if funds remaining
• Forms are on the school’s Covid-19 page

• Applications are due June 19
Important considerations when applying:

• **No double compensation** – If you have already received funding for an expense (e.g. through sick time), you may not receive additional funding for that expense.

• **Justify lost project time** – If you are seeking funding for lost project time, please include a note in the space provided explaining the way in which the loss was due to the disruption of campus operations (e.g. inability to network in person, project work required in-person collaboration or work, etc.).

• **Receipts required for purchases** – A receipt will be required for items purchased as a result of the disruption of campus operations (per RAND expense reporting rules).